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Abst:act - Two modified MOST
structures called Polvsilicon Source
Drain VMOS Transistor- (PSD-VMOST)

and Polysilicon Source Drain Gate
VMCS Transistor (?SDG-VMOST)
ob~ai~ed by the combination of
PSD-MOST and Lateral VMOST
technolo~ies are suggested for a new
work. The modification of PSD-MOST
tec~~olocrv bv V-aroove tec~~icue

bri~qs aii the advantaq~s of Lateral
v~OS and PSD-MCS Transistors to the

new structure. Considerable decrease
i~ the active area consumDtion and
i~ the n~ber of contact window

~?roves the reliability of these
s~ructures.

I. INTROD9CT!ON

Recentlv, a ~ew MOS Transistor
(PSD-MOST)-tec~~~oloav has been
described [1). The"cross-section
of a Dolvsilicon source and drain
MOST is ~iven in Ficr. 1. Pclvsilicon
lines se~le as a di~=usion soUrce
as well as the conductive Dath to
the source and drain. As a result,

transistor and junction si:es are1
reduced bv a factor 2 or 3 over ~
no~al s~=ucture. The fabrication
of the PSD-MOST re~~ires 4 masks.
Ar.o~her recent development in the
MOS tec~~olocrv is the Lateral VMOS
Transistor [Zf technology.The
cross-section of a Lateral VMOST is
~iven in =i~. 2. The fabrication
Invclves eifher a 3 or 4 mask process
and results in very short chahnel
~evices usina non-critical alicr~~ent
tolerances. -The Lateral VMOST"
transistor exhibits lower out?U~
conductance and higher breakdown'

voltage than a standard MOS transistor.
In this paper, two modified MCS ,

structures called Polvsilicon Sour:e
Drain VMOS Transistor- (PSD~VMOST)'and
Polvsilicon Source Drain Ga~e ~OS
Transistor (PSDG-vMOST) obtaine~ by
the combination of (PSD-MOST) and
(VMOST) technologies are suggested,for
a new work.

II. FABRICAT!ON PROCEDURE

The fabrication technolo~v for
PQrvgilicon Source Drain \~6S Transistor
ii£volves five maskina steDs. The
~rocedures are outlined in Fie. 3.
For the purpose of illustration, n-type
silicon (D-channel devices) will be
cOD~idered~ however, the processing
steDs would ecuallv well aDDlv to the
fabrication of n-channel devices. A
~~ick thermal oxide is first crown
on the (100) orientation n-t\~e silicon
substrate. The first mask is-used
to determine the ac~ive area. A
;oron doped polysilicon layer is
deDosited on the slice. The second
mask is used to define the polysilicon
pa~tern. A thin oxide is grown on
the slice. During this oxidation, the
first drive-in occurs. A V-groove
channel that seDarates the source and
drain re~ions, is defined by
unisotropically etching the silicon [3].
The deDth of the croove deoends on the
width of the window oDenina. The gate
cxide is the~ally grown over the cha~nel.
The junc~ion depth (therefore the
channel len~~~) is related to the
second oxiditi.on and the .gate oxidation
~=cause drive-in and these oxidations
take place sL~ul~aneously. The fourth
~ask is used to ot)encontact windows.
The fifth mask is'used to define
al~in~~ pattern.
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T~e :abrication :rocecure for

Polysilicon Source Drain Gate v:MOS
Transistor is outlined in Fig. 4.
Until the ~a~e oxidation, t~e
~rocedure is similar to ?SD-VMOST

technology. ~fter growing the gate
oxide a boron doped poly silicon layer
deposited on the slice. The
~~lckness of this :olvsilicon laver
m~st ~e sufficient' to. completely. fill
in the ~roo~es. The front surface
of the siice~is then lapped flat,
removing the polysilicon layer from
all areas, except in ~~e grooves
k - 5} . The remaining steps are

also si=ilar to the PSD-VMOST.
technology. This structure results
in flatter surface wit.~ less aluminum
connections.

III. DISCUSSION

The characteristics of the
?SD-v~OST at low values of

drain-to-source voltaqe, is determined
by the full char~el, extending from
the source to drain along the sloping
walls of the qroove. i'1ithincreasing
drain-to-source voltage (for a fixed
gate-to-source voltage) ~~e device
enters the saturation rea ion and

channel pinch-off oc~~rs.initially
at the bottom of the V-aroove due

to the thicker gate cxide pres~~t
there, and the ~inched-off reaion
then extends from that point ~owards
the drain diffusion, causL~a the
effective channel len~~~ to "be onlv

half the geometrical ~hannel leng~~.
The char_~el lencth modulation
effec~s are reduced considerably,
due to ~he pinch-off along the wall
of the crcove which takes UP the

excess drain voltaqe. Thus: the
transis~or exhi~its very low values
of source-crairi out~ut conductance

~n t~e sat~=at~on region. In
?SD-MOST, the cate ca~acitances are
=ela~~velv lar;er ~ue'to n~n-sel=-
aligned ;~~e str'.1c-=ure[6). In
?SD-v~CST technology, ~y employing
a ~hick field cxide, the gate overlap
caDacitances =ecome comina~ed bv the
V-croove sidewall cc~ponent which
can ~e control:ed by Junction depth.
Therefore, it is possible to fabricate
trar.sis~ors with low ~arasit~c
caDacitances, and hence larce c'.1t-of:
:reauencies. In ?SD-"VMOST, "~he
diff~sed recicns are alwavs covered
=y a polysiiicon layer. ~herefore,
it :eat~res two interconnec-= levels.
Com~ari~c to the s-=ancard ~rocess,
the':i=s~ level is :ower o~~ic which
makes ?SD-v~OST circ~its less
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susceptible to wiring restrictions.
~he connection between the device and
this fi=st level is automatic, which

leads to very small source and drain
reqions, hence to small devices. !t
is expected that this results in a
shor-=er wiring, and therefore, in a
higher packing density and ~ircuit
speed. The decrease in active area
consumPtion and in the number of contact

windows improves the reliability. It
is eX1:)ected that the PSDG-VMOS
Transistor may exhibit all ~~e advant-
ages of a silicon gate MOSFET, notably:
low tr~eshold voltage, sealed-off gate
oxide, and self-aligned gate.

IV. CONCLUSION

,,

The modification of l'olysilicon...
Source Drain MOST technology by V-qroove
tec:~ique, brings all the advantages
of ~~e Lateral VMOS and PSD-MOS
transistors to ~~e new structure. It

is, ~~erefore, expected that the new
structure may result in relatively
short channel lengths comparing to
the standard MOST technology, high
transconductance, small parasitic'
capacitances, high cut-off frequency,
lower output conductance, considerably
reduced area and metal connection
lines. The decrease in active area

con~p~ion and in the number of contact
w~rlaowsi=proves ~he reliability of .
~~ese structures. The suggested
structures may be suitable to ~~e
fabrication of larcre scale ~~tearated

circuits for m~~ory and logic"
applications, as well as linear MOS
integrated circuits.
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